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Summary 
The standard analysis of variance of an r X s table with one observation per cell, presupposes 

the assumptions of additive effiects, constant variance, and zero interaction. This paper gives a 
simple graphical procedure, utilizing Tukey's one degree of freedom for nonadditivity, which 
enables one to find a trans.formation of the data that will satisfy the above assumptions. An 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) can then be performed on the transformed scale. 

1. Introduction 
Let Ygj (i = 1, . . ., r; j = 1, . . ., s) denote the data appearing in a two-way table with one 

observation per cell. Three examples of such data sets are found in Table 1. 
A standard analysis of two-way data makes certain assumptions; namely, 

YlJ /u + al + /3> + Tl} + (l}, ( 1.1 ) 

where 

, ael's, dX's, TlX's are fixed parameters for the mean eSect, 
row eSects, column eSects and interaction eSects (l.la) 

siX are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) 
random variables with E(el) = O and Var(el) = a2; (l.lb) 

{elj} are i.i.d. N(0, a2), the normal distribution with mean 0, and variance a2. (l.lb') 

Note that in (1. la) we also assume, without loss of generality, that oe. = 0, $. = 0, Tl . = O, T.y 

= 0, where the dot notation indicates summation over that subscript. Thus there are rs pieces 
of data, and rs parameters involved in specification of the mean, E(Yl). To perform an 
analysis of variance (ANOVA), however, we also need an estimate of a2. Thus we need to 
reduce the number of parameters used for E(Yl), which is usually done by assuming 

TlX = O, i = l, . . ., r, j = l, . . ., s. (l.lc) 
Without this assumption, the table is said to possess nonadditivity, and the interpretation of 
the row and column eSects becomes complicated. 

What concerns us here is the lack of regard for the underlying assumptions (l.la), (l.lb), 
(l.lb') and (l.lc). ScheSe (1959) Chapter 10, Levene (1960), and Tukey (1949) have all 

sos 
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TABLE 1 
(a) Leatheriacket Data from Bartlett (1936) 

Treatments 
Blocks 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 92 66 1 9 29 1 6 25 
2 60 46 35 10 1 1 5 
3 46 81 17 22 16 9 
4 120 59 43 13 10 2 
5 49 64 25 24 8 7 
6 1 34 60 52 20 28 1 1 

(b) Factorial Data from Davies ( | 954) 

Treatments 
Blocks 1 2 3 4 5 

1 28.2 29.3 33.7 41.2 50.9 
2 23.5 24.8 24.1 34.7 32.8 
3 17.4 15.2 17.8 14.7 16.6 
4 10.1 1 1.5 15.6 9.9 4.7 

(c) Cinch Bug Data from Moore and Tukey (1954) 

Repli- Treatments 
cates 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 0 0 0 1 2 2 0 6 
2 0 2 0 0 0 1 5 3 
3 0 0 7 1 3 4 4 6 
4 0 0 3 1 4 14 10 9 
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indicated that first priority is to concentrate on (l.lc) and then on (l.lb). In previous studies 
(see Moore and Tukey 1954, Anscombe and Tukey 1963, Schlesselman 1973, McNeil and 
Tukey 1975) we see that if interaction is found, i.e., some Tly'S are non-zero, then a 
transformation is needed to remove the nonadditivity. Finally a check needs to be made on 
(l.lb), the homogeneity of variance assumption, before one can confidently perform the 
standard ANOVA. 

Section 2 will describe a simple graphical technique for analysing two-way tables, using 
the Leatherjacket- counts of Table l(a) originally found in Bartlett (1936). In Section 3 the 
other two data sets give some idea of the variety of problems that may be considered. 

2. A Graphical Tool; the A NO VA NA Plot 
The assumption (l.lc) is obviously too stringent for certain data sets to follow. A 

compromise between unspecified Tly9S and (l.lc) is, 

Ti=Goel$ (i= l,...,r,j= l,...,s), (2.1) 
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where {oei}, {dj} are the row and column eSects of (l.la), and G is an unknown fixed 
parameter to be estimated, thus removing one degree of freedom (d.f.) to account for 
nonadditivity. It is possible to model more complicated forms of interaction, such as is given 
in Hegemann and Johnson (1976). These models, however, do not lend themselves to the 
technique of looking for a transformation to remove nonadditivity, the aspect exploited in 
this paper. 

The following theorem is due to Tukey (1949), and a clear account may be found in 
ScheSe (1959), p. 129. 

Theorem (Tukey) 

Suppose 

SSG = { z z RlAXYl}} / ; E E (°'£ ) (:J );, (2. 2 ) 
i=l }=1 l=l }=1 

where otz - Yi -Y. , $.X - Y .X-Y , Yl -- Yl+/ss etc. (SSG is to be thought of as an interaction 
sum of squares). Then under H: GoeldX = O for all i and j, 

(i ) SSG X 1 
(ii) SSRXC - SSG X2(r-l)(s-l)-19 independently of SSG, where SSRXC is the usual 

residual sum of squares given by 

SSR X C = X, E (Yl X Yl Y J + Y ) 

Thus we can modify the standard ANOVA table to a table we have called, ANOVANA (NA 
stands for nonadditivity), given in Table 2. Then FG (defined in Table 2) is distributed as an 
F1Xrs-r-ss under H. Thus the sequence of tests is as follows: Test H by comparing FG to the 
F1Xrs-r-s tables. If H is not rejected, proceed to test the presence of row eSects and column 
eSects by comparing FR (defined in Table 2) with the Fr l,(r-l,(s-l) tables and FC with the 
FS-l(r-l,(s-l) tables. If H is rejected, no further tests on row and column eSects can be 
performed. It is here that we look to transform the data so that in the transformed scale H is 
accepted, for only then are the above mentioned tests on row eSect and column eSect 
valid. With nonadditivity removed, we also have a simple interpretation of the structure of 
the data. 

TABLE 2 
ANOVANA: ANOVA Table Taking into Account Nonadditivity 

Source d.f. M.S. M.S. F 

r s 

Rows r-1 SSR- z z (yi -Y ) MSR-SSR/(r 1) FR-MSR/MSRXc 

r s 

Columns s-1 SSc- S: S: (y J _ y )2 MSc--Ssc/(s-1) Fc-MSc/MSRXc 
i=l J=1 

Interaction 1 SSG (see (2.2)) MSG--SSG FG-MSG/MSE 

Error rs-r-s SSE-SSRXC SSG MSE-SSE/(rs-r-S) 

Total rs-1 SST 
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We need a convenient family of transformations from which we can hopefully choose one member that will make the observations better satisfy (1.1) and (l.lc). We will use the Box- Cox (1964) family; namely, 

y(AsK) _ @ + K) 1 for A + 0 and - logW + K) for A = 0. 

This is the family of all shifted power transformations which is continuous in A. A special subfamily which we will use almost exclusively is given by K = O. Define y(X) - y(X°). Occasionally a fixed positive K will be chosen in order to make all the data positive; e.g., if the rs values are counts, some of which are zero, then add 1/2 to each cell. In what follows, there will always be the implicit assumption that there is one index of the transformation family {y(X);-a) < A < a)}, say Aos for which 

Yl X o) = ,u' + °el' + :' + > 
where ,u', {°el'}, {'}, {elX'} satisfy the assumptions of ( 1. 1). 

The idea for the simple graphical approach to be described came from a paper by Draper and Hunter (1969). All their data, however, was replicated which allowed easier measures of interaction. Schlesselman (1973) also worked with data transformations of two-way tables, but again with replication. 
Consider the r X s matrix of original observations, (Yl), and transform it to the r X s matrix (ylX'X'). Knowing the matrix (Yl) we can immediately compute the ANOVANA of Table 2. Thus for each A, we can compute ANOVANA(A) from the matrix (.Yi(X)) In particular, the values FR(A), FC(A), FG(A) will be functions of the transformation parameter A. It is then easy to plot these three summary statistics on the same graph (usually over the domain A = -4(.1)4), thus giving at one glance the results of the ANOVANA on all the transformed scales. Figure 1 illustrates this for the Leatherjacket data; shown are the results of insecticide tests on a particular insect. 
The point A =-1 corresponds to the reciprocal transformation, A = 0 to the logarithmic transformations A = 1/2 to the square root transformation, A = 1 to the identity transforma- tion, and A = 2 to the square transformation. We could use only a few selected transforma- tions to compute the ANOVANA; however, there is very little extra programming needed for values of A say between -4 and 4, in steps of .1. We also believe that the graph allows us to make a better choice of the appropriate transformation. 
Transformations for which there are "acceptably" no interaction are defined by 

Tr,-- {A: FG(A) < F1,rS-r 8(.°S)}, 
where Fl,rs r (.05) is the 5% cut-oF level of the corresponding F distribution. In fact the most acceptable (according to the criterion of reducing interaction) is AM, the A which minimizes FG(A); A E Tr,. Thus, from Figure 1 we see 

T6,6 [0,0.7] and AM 0 3 

Therefore, we recommend choosing the cube root transformation as an appropriate way of removing nonadditivity. 
We decided to compare this more thorough method with a "quick and easy" method proposed by Tukey and contained in Anscombe (1961), and Anscombe and Tukey (1963). Apply the following power transformation to the data: 

(2.3) 
AT= l-yyd, 
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Figure 1 
ANOVANA plot Leatherjacket counts; r = 6, s = 8, F1,24(.05) = 4.26. 

where 

d = {E E agRJYgy} / { E z ag d} }' 
It can be shown that if we form a diagnostic plot of the residuals, r} - y}-y.-y.} + y. ., 
on the vertical axis, and q} - (yg . - y. . )(y.}-y. . )/y. ., on the horizontal axis (see McNeil 
and Tukey, 1975); then one minus the slope of the least squares line is exactly AT (see equation 
2.3). Anscombe (1961) also supplies a standard deviation for AT in most of his examples, but 
fails to give the formula. It is not too difficult to derive (conditional on the fitted values, ,u, 
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FigUre 2 
ANOVANA plot of Davies data; r = 4, s = 5, F1 ll(.05) = 4.84. 

{obi} {iXj}) that the estimated variance of XT iS 

a2(AT ) = @, * )2rsMSR x c / E E (Ri ) (di ) d 

i ; 

where MSRXC is just SSRXC/(r-1 )(S-1). Thus, XT + a(T) does give a very rough range of 

values in which we might look for an interaction reducing transformation. This is computed 

for the data of Table l(a), giving -0.31 + 0.48. The other examples also illustrate this 

problem of using a diagnostic plot; namely, it usually points us in the right direction for a 

transformation but the actual estimated X is typically unreliable. 

Finally, we must be wary that in choosing a transformation that will remove interaction, 

we have not violated other assumptions on the transformed scale. Notably, the assumption 
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Figure 3 
ANOVANA plot of Cinch bug counts; r = 4, s = 8, Fls2o(@05) = 4.35. 

that all the sij's of (l.lb) have the same variance a2, may be upset. Anscombe (1961, p. 10) 
gave a formula for a transformation, XA, which is most likely to provide homogeneity of 
variance (and a formula for a(SA)). For the data of Table l(a), XA + a(A) = 0.13 + 0.50, 
showing that the variances should indeed be homogeneous on the proposed cube root scale. 

3. Other Data Sets 
Tables l(b) and l(c) are, respectively, industrial data taken from Davies (1954) and data 

on cinch bug control from Moore and Tukey (1954). 

(i) Davies data 

Figure 2 gives the ANOVANA plot. The curve FG()\) falls steeply to a minimum near X = 0, 
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512 
and rises just as steeply again away from X = 0. There is nothing happening to show a significant column eSect, however, near X = 0; FR()\) is at its largest. 

T4,5 [-0.25, .4] and XM 01, 

XT + a(T) = 2.36 + 1.13 and XA + a(A) 0.53 + 0 50 
Figure 2, together with the estimate XA, indicates that we are indeed working on the wrong scale and that a transformation of X = 0, i.e., the log scale, will remove the nonadditivity present. We postulate, although we have no way of verifying it, that the data was in fact artificially generated in a multiplicative manner. 
(ii) Cinch bug counts 

Since the data is in counts, and some are zero, we added 1/2 to each value. Figure 3 gives the ANOVANA plot, which is unlike the other two. The function FG()\) is essentially flat until X = -0.3 and then there is a sharp increase, so that by the time X = 1, FG()\) is very large. The FR()\) and Fc(X) plots are most "sensitive" around X = 0. 

T4 8 [-4.0, 0.3], )vT + a(T) = -0.32 + 0.45, and XA + 5(A) = 0.55 + 0.20. 

This data was analysed by Moore and Tukey (1954), and they proposed either to transform to log(x + 1 ) or log(x + 1/2). For pure additivity, a transformation is needed in the directio of negative 's; however, this must be tempered by homogeneity of variance considerations, summarized by XA. Clearly, a suitable compromise is X = 0, and hence the suggested transformation is log(x + 1/2). 
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Resume 
L'analyse de la variance^ habituelle d'un dispositif bifactoriel sans repetitions, ni donnees manquantes suppose le modele additif et les variances egales. Cet article fournit un procede graphEque simple, base sur le degre de liberte pour la non additivite de Tukey, pour suggerer une transformation des donnees qui leur fera respecter ces hypotheses. L'analyse de la variance peut alors etre appliquee dans la nouvelle e'chelle. 
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